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Sarah Fielke Improv Army Class Requirements 

Hi everyone!  In this class we will be learning to make the improv figures needed to make a full quilt of 
little people to join an Army marching around a quilt. These little people can be used in all sorts of ways, 
not just on quilts! We will talk about that in class too.  

We will begin on day one by making a basic figure of a lady or a man so that we all have the idea of 
construction, and then move on to making more complex figures, and learn how to draw plans for them, 
and theme them. Day two will be continuing your figures, as well as fleshing out ideas for your quilt layout 
and instructions for putting the quilt together when all your people are finished.  

Ideas for your Army might include a knight, nurse, superhero, nursery rhyme characters, characters from 
your favourite book or tv show… or a whole variety of all these people, marching across your quilt 
together! 

Given those ideas as a starting point, when you choose the fabric to bring to class, think about who it is you 
might be making. You don’t need to know every single figure beforehand but it helps a LOT if you have 
some idea, so that you have the colours and prints to help your theme. If you are making a knight for 
example, you will need silver or grey for his armour and helmet, something for a lance or sword perhaps, 
his boots and his face and hands. If you are going to make a whole medieval army on your quilt, think 
about bringing a few different greys and silvers so that each soldier is different. If you are making doctors 
and nurses, you will need fabric for nurse uniforms, aprons, hats, doctors coats or maybe scrubs… maybe 
the doctor is wearing a necktie… shoes, legs… Maybe everyone on your quilt is wearing a Hawaiian shirt, or 
a different shade of purple. You don’t need a LOT of each fabric, but you do need a lot of different fabrics 
to choose from so that you aren’t left wanting. Even if you are just going to make a whole crowd of ladies, 
or of men, with no particular “theme” to your quilt, they will all need different clothing and faces and 
shoes. It’s fun (and helpful!!) to swap little bits with others in class to expand everyone’s selection. 

You will also need a background fabric. That is the fabric that will make up the main body of the quilt, the 
fabric that all your figures will be standing on. If you are going to use the same fabric for this over the 
whole quilt, you will want at least several yards. Personally I think that using a few different backgrounds in 
similar tones is the best way forward - that way if you decide your quilt is going to be bigger than you 
thought, or that you run out of something, then it isn’t a problem to add another fabric in.  

Make sure that your background fabric has good contrast to your figures - I would recommend using a very 
light or very dark fabric that is doesn’t have a dominant pattern so that your people show up clearly. 
The requirements given below are for what you will need to get started. Depending on how large or small 
you Improv Army will grow, you will need a little or a lot more fabric!   
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In class, you will work on at least two figures - one simple one and one more custom one. It is very likely 
that most people will finish quite a lot more than that in two days. You will also get ideas and know how 

on how to sketch ideas and drawings to make more Improv people to flesh out your Army. There is a 

pattern fee of $15, please bring it to class in cash. 

Material Requirements 

Things you will need on hand for class: 

• Background fabric. You will be surprised how much fabric this takes. As it’s Improv and everyone’s
quilt will be a different size and shape, it’s difficult to give you exact requirements. I recommend
buying AT LEAST three yards if you’re making a single bed sized quilt with all the same background 
for example, and bringing at least a yard, or a selection of fat quarters of different fabrics, to class. 

• Fabric for your Army’s clothing, including any shoes, stockings, hats etc they may need. Pieces for
clothes should be at least 6” square-ish, and pieces for hats or shoes can be a little smaller than
that. The more complex your person is the more fabric it will take to make it. 

• Fabric for faces, hands and bare legs. Remember that people come in many shades and colours, so
your Army should too!

• Bringing a bag of scraps is a good idea - you need a lot of different little pieces and colours. Maybe
there’s something you can swap with someone else in class, and lend them some of yours.

• Paper for sketching ideas and taking notes, and a pencil.

• A fine, permanent fabric pen such as a Pigma pen for adding facial details or small clothing details if
you want them. You may not want eyes and mouths (my figures don’t have them) however for
example if you’re making Harry Potter, he probably needs glasses and a lightning scar to make it 
clear who you’ve created. These are most easily added with a pen, as the figures faces are usually 
around 1” square. 

• Small cutting mat, short ruler and rotary cutter if you have them. There is a lot of cutting and
trimming in this class and it’s really helpful to have your own little station next to your sewing
machine. 

• Block book. This is not essential but it’s very helpful - it will take a while to make enough people for a
whole quilt’s worth of Army. Every time I start a new quilt at home, I allocate the project its own
block book. All the pieces for that quilt live inside the book until I am done, making sure they are 
safe, flat and together until I’m ready to use them. When you receive these material requirements, 
please email me sarah@sarahfielke.com, say hello and I will send you the block book pattern via 
PDF as a gift for taking my class. Give yourself a few weeks before class if you can so you have time 
to make one! They’re very quick and very useful. 
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Before Class:  
Please have a think about what kind of people you would like to make. Make some notes for yourself so 
you don’t forget everything when you get there - for example “Nurse - blue stripe dress, white shoes” or 
“big floral for Frieda”. Remember that these are improv people, and that’s short for IMPROVISED - they are 
representative figures, not exact replicas. Be prepared to embrace their wonkiness, whimsy, blockiness 
and lack of very finely pieced detail. 
 
Have fun everyone and I will see you in class! Please feel free to email me with any questions you might 
have sarah@sarahfielke.com 
 
Sarah 
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